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Mitochondria in plant cells are highly
motile and move as individuals (in
contrast to the often highly connected
networks in other taxa). The reasons for
this motion remain unclear. This study
uses single-cell live imaging of
Arabidopsis to characterize ‘‘social’’
networks of encounters between
mitochondria. Network analysis and
modeling reveal a cellular tradeoff
between maintaining the physical
spacing of mitochondria and their social
interactions. Mitochondrial dynamics
resolve this tradeoff by providing efficient
networks for the exchange of metabolic
and genetic information, while keeping
organelles well spread. Physical and
social heterogeneity of organelles arises
as a necessary result of this efficiency.ll
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https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cels.2021.04.006SUMMARYMitochondria in plant cells exist largely as individual organelles which move, colocalize, and interact, but the
cellular priorities addressed by these dynamics remain incompletely understood. Here, we elucidate these
principles by studying the dynamic "social networks" of mitochondria in Arabidopsis thaliana wildtype and
mutants, describing the colocalization of individuals over time. We combine single-cell live imaging of hypo-
cotyl mitochondrial dynamics with individual-basedmodeling and network analysis. We identify an inevitable
tradeoff betweenmitochondrial physical priorities (an even cellular distribution of mitochondria) and ‘‘social’’
priorities (individuals interacting, to facilitate the exchange of chemicals and information). This tradeoff re-
sults in a tension between maintaining mitochondrial spacing and facilitating colocalization. We find that
plant cells resolve this tension to favor efficient networks with high potential for exchanging contents. We
suggest that this combination of physical modeling coupled to experimental data through network analysis
can shed light on the fundamental principles underlying these complex organelle dynamics. A record of this
paper’s transparent peer review process is included in the supplemental information.INTRODUCTION
Mitochondria are key organelles in eukaryotic cells. They typi-
cally produce the majority of cellular ATP, the energy currency
of the cell, and are involved in many other metabolic pathways
as well as stress responses and cell death (Yoshinaga et al.,
2005; Jacoby et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2018). Across eukaryotes,
mitochondria take a variety of different and dynamic physical
forms, from single giant reticulated networks to hundreds of indi-
vidual organelles in constant motion (Jaipargas et al., 2015). The
cellular principles underlying mitochondrial ultrastructure and
dynamics remain poorly understood (Hoitzing et al., 2015),
although roles for the exchange and complementation of biomol-
ecules (Liu et al., 2009; Patel et al., 2013) and the facilitation of
quality control (Twig et al., 2008) are likely involved.
Mitochondrial dynamics in plants differ from those in several
other eukaryotes. Yeast, and often mammalian, mitochondria
form elongated reticular structures, well characterized by inno-
vative modeling and imaging approaches (Shaw and Nunnari,
2002; Sukhorukov et al., 2012; Rafelski, 2013). In contrast, plant
mitochondria usually exist as separate discrete entities, presum-
ably more resembling their alphaproteobacterium-like ancestors
(Logan, 2010b). Exceptions to this rule do exist, such as in the
cage-like mitochondrial formation observed in mitosis of shootCell Systems 12, 419–431
This is an open access article undapical meristem cells (Seguı́-Simarro et al., 2008), but generally,
the mitochondrial population consists of dynamic, fragmented
individuals, with transient fission and fusion events (Logan,
2010a). These events have been likened to kiss-and-run dy-
namics seen in bacterial cells (Liu et al., 2009).
The dynamic plant chondriome (a collective term for all mito-
chondria in the cell (Logan, 2006)) allows individual mitochondria
to be effectively interconnected even without simultaneous
physical linkage, with transient fission and fusion events allowing
intra-mitochondrial exchange of DNA, membranes and proteins,
necessary for maintaining plant health (El Zawily et al., 2014). The
physics of mitochondrial motion has been characterized by
elegant previous work (Logan and Leaver, 2000; Logan, 2003,
2006; Arimura et al., 2004; Scott and Logan, 2008; Arimura,
2018) using mitochondrial GFP lines, staining, and live imaging.
This work has demonstrated the use of actin filaments by mito-
chondria as ameans of transport within the plant cell (Van Gestel
et al., 2002; Doniwa et al., 2007; Avisar et al., 2009; Wang and
Hussey, 2015; Breuer et al., 2017) and consequent cytoplasmic
streaming (Shimmen and Yokota, 2004; Ekanayake et al., 2015;
Peremyslov et al., 2015; Tominaga and Ito, 2015). Logan et al.
(Logan and Leaver, 2000) also highlighted the heterogeneity in
mitochondrial populations, with variations in size, shape, distri-
bution, and speed of mitochondria., May 19, 2021 ª 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. 419
er the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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leads to complex collective behaviors, emerging from the en-
counters between individual organelles (Williams and George,
2019). These collective behaviors can be viewed as reflecting
the ‘‘social’’ dynamics of the population, where encounters be-
tween individuals constitute links in a dynamic social network.
Viewing organelles as social systems, and defining organelle
networks via interactions, has attracted recent interest (Cohen
et al., 2018; Picard and Sandi, 2021) with most focus on
analyzing the reticulated physical network structures of highly
fused mitochondria (Sukhorukov et al., 2012). However, the
perspective is even more apt in plant mitochondria, whose indi-
vidual, fragmented nature means that social networks can genu-
inely correspond to the interactions of motile individuals with
quasi-fixed identities, without being dictated by the physical
structure of a connected network (Picard and Sandi, 2021).
The mitochondrial motion in the cell leading to this collective
behavior is not wholly random but is regulated and driven under
cellular control (Okamoto and Shaw, 2005; Frederick and Shaw,
2007). This suggests that the emergent collective outcome of
directed mitochondrial dynamics may be beneficial for the cell.
Intuitively, it is beneficial for mitochondria to be evenly spread
throughout the cell, so that metabolic requirements throughout
the cytosol can be met, colocalization with other organelles is
facilitated, physical demands can be quickly responded to,
and uneven local buildup of chemicals including reactive oxygen
species is limited (Zorov et al., 2014). This intuition is substanti-
ated by diverse lines of evidence where even distribution of mito-
chondria through the cytosol is compromised and the plant
phenotype is observed to suffer (Feng et al., 2004; El Zawily
et al., 2014). Even distribution of mitochondrial networks has
also been demonstrated in yeast, with the chondriome having
equal exposure to all areas of the cell (Sukhorukov et al., 2012;
Rafelski, 2013; Viana et al., 2020). Further positioning of mito-
chondria within the cell not only depends both on cell type and
structure, such as colocalization with chloroplasts in leaf cells
(Islam et al., 2009), or polarized streaming in root hairs (Zheng
et al., 2009) but also on energy demand (Chen and Chan,
2006; Seguı́-Simarro and Staehelin, 2009; Yu et al., 2016). Alter-
ations inmitochondrial positioning have been linked to both local
energy demand and protein synthesis, showing the importance
of a dynamic chondriome in the continual energy supply and
regulation of metabolic demands in mammalian cells (Liesa
and Shirihai, 2013; Spillane et al., 2013; Schuler et al., 2017).
In addition to even spread, interactions between individual or-
ganelles are also required for cellular function and maintaining a
healthy mitochondrial population. Physical interactions of mito-
chondria facilitate the beneficial exchange of genetic material,
protein machinery, and other biomolecules between organelles
(Arimura et al., 2004; Logan, 2006; Takanashi et al., 2006; Ari-
mura, 2018): exchange of mitochondrial content has been
measured using photoconvertible probes, with mixing
throughout the entire cellular population occurring over 1–2 h
(Arimura et al., 2004). Spatial proximity is a necessity for this
fusion, and the exchange of content (occurring within 3 s) is pre-
ceded by a period of direct adjacency between mitochondria
(~20 s) (Arimura et al., 2004). This exchange helps compensate
for damaged material in individual organelles and improves the
performance of the cellular population (Karbowski and Youle,420 Cell Systems 12, 419–431, May 19, 20212003; Twig et al., 2008; Figge et al., 2012; Shutt and McBride,
2013). Proximity, though not necessarily direct adjacency, be-
tween organelles also facilitates functional metabolic effects
(Jones, 1986), including themodulation of glucose concentration
(as analyzed by (Agrawal et al., 2018) in axons) and facilitation of
metabolite control and flow between organelles as in photores-
piration (Bauwe et al., 2010; Shai et al., 2016) and C4 photosyn-
thesis (Sage et al., 2012).
Following these observations, we hypothesize that the plant
cell has dual (and conflicting) priorities shaping mitochondrial
behavior: the even spread of mitochondria throughout the cell
and the facilitation of ‘‘social connections’’—physical encoun-
ters between pairs of organelles that together build a network
of encounters through the whole organelle population. Resolu-
tions to this conflict would offer both a chondriome responsive
to fluctuations in cellular energy demands and avoidance of local
oxidative stress and an interconnected dynamic population of
organelles capable of facilitating inter-mitochondrial exchange,
complementation, and metabolic interaction.
Here, we embrace the emerging perspective of inter-organelle
interactions in cell biology (Valm et al., 2017; Cohen et al., 2018;
Picard and Sandi, 2021) and use a combination of single-cell mi-
croscopy with physical and network analysis to explore this hy-
pothesis, seeking to identify the mechanisms and governing
principles underlying the physical and social dynamics and het-
erogeneity in plant mitochondria.
RESULTS
Characterizing the single-cell ‘‘social networks’’ of
mitochondria in Arabidopsis hypocotyl
To compare hypothesized mechanisms shaping mitochondrial
dynamics, we first sought to experimentally characterize the col-
lective behavior of cellular populations of mitochondria. We use
laser scanning confocal microscopy to record mitochondrial
dynamics in a quasi-flat plane of the cytosol in single hypocotyl
cells of 5-day Arabidopsis seedlings encoding mitochondrial-
targeted GFP (mtGFP) (kindly provided by Prof. David Logan,
Logan and Leaver, 2000) (STARmethods; Figure 1A). One repre-
sentative video is shown in Video S1; all others are available
online (see resource availability). These cells are roughly
cuboidal, and the presence of the central vacuole means that
the cytosol forms relatively thin sections around the quasi-planar
cell surfaces, making these 2D slices representative of a subset
of the cytosol. The mitochondria captured within each video
were tracked and quantified using TrackMate (Tinevez et al.,
2017), building a set of manually verified physical trajectories
over time (Figure 1B).
To translate these physical dynamics into dynamic ‘‘social net-
works,’’ we definedmitochondrial encounters as pairwise coloc-
alization within a threshold distance (see STAR methods).
Throughout, we did not insist on encounters being defined via
fusion events. These events are rather rare, and a characteriza-
tion of the corresponding network of interactions would have
required imaging over timescales that would stress the cell.
We rather focus on colocalizations within a threshold distance,
a necessary prerequisite for fusion, which provides the physical
foundation for the exchange of organelle contents (and which it-
self has functional consequences). Colocalizations are more
Figure 1. Characterizing the ‘‘social networks’’ of mitochondria in plant cells
(A) Single-cell video acquisition. One frame of mitochondria (green) in mtGFP A. thaliana hypocotyl, cropped to one cell. Chloroplast autofluorescence is also
captured (red). Scale bar, 10 mm.
(B) Establishing mitochondrial trajectories. Traces (yellow) of mitochondria (green) tracked with TrackMate software. For clarity, yellow traces (left) are limited to
ten frames; white traces (right) are not truncated. Pink circles demonstrate the result of computational spot detection identifying individual mitochondria—a
diameter of 1 mm was used in the analysis, but a 2.5-mm diameter is shown here for clarity. Scale bar, 10 mm.
(C) Individual-based modeling of control mechanisms. In silico simulation of dynamic mitochondria following different rules (snapshot shows mitochondria in
green) are used to generate trajectories for the same analysis in (D).
(D) Physical and social summary statistics. (Di) Physical statistics such as log(speed/mms1) are collected directly from trajectories, here showing all speeds over
all frame times. (Dii) Colocalization analysis is used to construct dynamic networks describing organellar encounters (mitochondria are nodes, colocalizations are
edges). Summary statistics of these networks are then computed. See also Video S1.
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powerful means of analyzing the physical-social dynamics of
the chondriome independent of their functional effects. To test
the robustness of our findings to different and stricter definitions
of organelle encounters, we explored different values of this
thresholding distance, including enforcing an ‘‘encounter’’ to
involve directly adjoining mitochondria, and found that our re-
sults remained robust to this more stringent colocalization
requirement (Figure S4).
Networks of mitochondrial encounters were built up from
these colocalization events, with each node representing a mito-
chondrion and each edge representing a current or previous
colocalization event. These networks are dynamic, with new en-
counters occurring and mitochondria entering and leaving the
system over time (see STAR methods section for discussion of
timescales). As described below and in STAR methods, we
also ran physical simulations ofmodel mitochondrial populations
to explore the influence of different control mechanisms (Fig-
ure 1C) and tracked organelles and built model encounter net-
works in the same way. From both experimental and simulationobservations, these coupled measurements allow quantification
of the physical (Figure 1Di) and social (Figure 1Dii) behavior of
organelles within the cell and comparison with mechanistic
models. The same method was applied to previously published
videos of mitochondrial motion in order to independently verify
this approach, yielding quantitatively similar network structures
and statistics (Figure S1).
Network analysis of mitochondrial interactions reveals
social heterogeneity paralleling physical heterogeneity
The physical statistics collected from our mtGFP cells confirm
previously reported cellular heterogeneity in mitochondrial mo-
tion (Logan and Leaver, 2000; Arimura et al., 2004) (Figures
2A–2D). To illustrate typical features of this mitochondrial mo-
tion, in Figure 2, we analyze a representative biological instance
of a representative mitochondrial population (we will analyze a
larger collection of cells in subsequent sections). This sample
is also seen in Figures 1A, 1B, 1Di, and 1Dii and Video S1.
Both ballistic and diffusive mitochondrial motion, with speeds
spanning at least an order of magnitude, was observed (FiguresCell Systems 12, 419–431, May 19, 2021 421
Figure 2. Physical and social mitochondrial heterogeneity within a representative mtGFP hypocotyl cell of A. thaliana
(A–D) Physical statistics gathered from a single cell population of mitochondria moving for 230 s: (A) Instantaneous mitochondrial speed.
(B) Angle of motion across triplets of frames (0 deg = constant, 180 deg = reversal).
(C) Convex hull area ‘‘swept out’’ by a mitochondrion.
(D) Distance to a mitochondrion’s nearest physical neighbor.
(E) (Ei–Eiii) Social’’ networks of mitochondrial encounters (nodes, mitochondria; edges, interactions) showing all encounters recorded up to times 19, 96, 193 s,
respectively. Singletons (mitochondria with no interactions) are omitted from network visualization for clarity.
(F) Corresponding degree (number of immediate neighbors of each node) distributions of networks (Ei–Eiii) (red, 19 s; blue, 96 s; gray, 193 s).
(G) Time series of mean (red), standard deviation (gray region), and coefficient of variation (inset, blue) of degree for nodes in the encounter networks built up
during the duration of the video. See also Figure S1.
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tories (a measure of the area covered by a mitochondrion over
time) were also highly heterogeneous (Figure 2C), with many
mitochondria covering a small area and fewer covering a large
area. Minimum physical distances to a mitochondrion’s nearest
neighbor also varied dramatically across organelles, with amean
of 2.00 mm taken across organelles within a single cell, and a co-
efficient of variation (CV) of 0.64 (Figure 2D).
Our analysis ofmitochondrial interaction networks showed that
this physical heterogeneity ismirroredby social heterogeneity. An
example of an encounter network evolving over time is given in
Figure 2E, where several general principles can be observed.
Over time, the number of social connections between individuals
(edges in the network) increases as more mitochondrial pairs co-
localize, and the number of organelles with small ‘‘social groups’’
correspondingly decreases. Large sub-networks grow and coa-
lesce, as bridging connections form between organelle partners.
The network structures, which we explore in quantitative depth
later, contain several loops and strands,wheredenser collections
of more clique-like organelles are linked by a limited number of
itinerant mitochondria passing between groups.422 Cell Systems 12, 419–431, May 19, 2021Degree centrality, a measure of the number of partners a mito-
chondrion has encountered over time, follows highly skewed
distributions (Figure 2F), with CV approaching 1 in some cases
(Figure 2G). This situation corresponds to many mitochondria
encountering few partners, but somemitochondria encountering
many partners (reminiscent of hubs in human social networks).
These high degree nodes are indeed observed to be the most
itinerant of the mitochondria in the cell (confirmed by later anal-
ysis, for example, in Figure 5E). The scale of these degree distri-
butions expands over time asmore encounters occur, withmean
degree increasing with sigmoidal dynamics, and degree CV also
increasing after a transient decrease due to early interactions be-
tween previously isolated mitochondria (Figure 2G). The cellular
population of mitochondria, thus, experiences a diverse range of
social connectivity over a wide range of time scales.
Individual-based modeling identifies network
signatures of different cellular control mechanisms
We next sought to use these combined physical and social sta-
tistics to compare hypotheses for the mechanisms underlying
mitochondrial motion. To this end, we built a predictive
Figure 3. Umbrella model capturing different
physical mechanisms for mitochondrial dy-
namics
(A) Structural features of the model. An X 3 Y cell
contains ncyt randomly placed, linear cytoskeletal
strands, and nmito mitochondrial agents. Within a
distance dedge of the cell boundary, agents are
removed with rate kout, to be replaced by a new
agent randomly positioned in the cell boundary
(modeling motion into and out of the plane). Within a
distance dcyt of a cytoskeletal strand, unattached
agents attach with rate kon and attached agents
detach with rate koff.
(B) Features influencing mitochondrial motion. By
default, motion is diffusive with diffusion constant D.
When within a distance dmito of another agent, an
agent’s instantaneous velocity is scaled by a factor
kmito (kmito = 1: no effect). When attached to the cytoskeleton, an agent’s velocity is scaled by kcyt and constrained to run parallel to the strand. Cytoplasmic
streaming is modeling through an additive contribution from all other agents’ velocities, scaled by distance and a parameter Fhydro (Fhydro = 0: no effect).
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cell. This "umbrella" model captures a range of possible mecha-
nisms shaping mitochondrial motion. Different parameteriza-
tions can be used to assign different rates and magnitudes of in-
fluence to each mechanism (or to remove some completely).
This in silico framework allows us to impose different mecha-
nisms and constraints on themodel system (Figure 3), to uncover
which physical principles hold regardless of control mechanism,
and also to compare model behaviors to experiments, to un-
cover which of the range of physical possible behaviors
resemble biological reality. Observations and measurements of
mitochondria in plant hypocotyl cells were used to parameterize
the basic size, shape, and number of mitochondria in the system
(see STAR methods). Other parameters control the relative
strengths of different influences in the cell and can be varied arbi-
trarily allowing us to explore the dynamics, control, and potential
tradeoffs of the system. We note here that we are not explicitly
solving an inference problem, nor attempting to learn sets of pa-
rameters that best describe our biological system. Instead, we
aim to characterize the range of behaviors that are physically
possible in a population of plant mitochondria. This range will
inform about the theoretical limitations of the system: for
example, following our hypothesis, is it indeed challenging for
the model under any parameterization to achieve both even
spread and regular encounters between mitochondria? We will
then compare experimentally observed behaviors to this
comprehensive space of potential physical behaviors to identify
which resolutions to these tensions may have evolved in nature.
Following our initial hypothesis that a combination of [i] even
physical spread and [ii] regular social encounters is beneficial
for the cell, we generated four illustrative simulations (Figures
4A–4D; parameterization given in Table S1 [NM9-12]). Systems
B and D constitute ‘‘null models’’ for mitochondrial motion,
where motion is dominated by purely random diffusion. System
(A) has a low diffusion constant and no cytoskeletal strands, re-
sulting inmost individuals being evenly spaced (achieving [i]), but
relatively static (failing to achieve [iii]). This is reflected in the low
degree values for nodes of networks from (A) across time and
their average (Figures 4Aii and 4E). System (B) has a high diffu-
sion constant and no cytoskeletal strands. In the traces of paths
traveled by agents in the system, we see a dense covering ofsimulation space, with individuals moving rapidly, with the op-
portunity to meet with many others (Figure 4Bi). This is reflected
in network statistics including the degree distribution (number of
encounters for each mitochondrion, Figure 4Bii) and the larger
proportional size of the largest connected component (the
largest fraction of mitochondria that can be linked via encoun-
ters, Figure 4Biii). In principle, this increased encounter rate pro-
vides a means to jointly achieve even spread and regular en-
counters. However, the diffusion rate necessary to achieve this
balance (0.85mm2/s, system [B]) is much higher than the
maximum diffusion rate we observed (0.15mm2/s, see STAR
methods) and that observed in other studies (0.091 mm2/s, Zheng
et al., 2009), suggesting that this approach is either physically
inaccessible to plant cells, or that it has other detrimental conse-
quences and hence is not employed in nature.
When diffusion rate is limited to biologically reasonable values,
system (C) also implements motion on cytoskeletal strands and
is successful in facilitating encounters between agents. This is
partly due to the cytoskeletal strands offering routes of transfer
from one cell area to another, allowing separate network compo-
nents (different mitochondrial ‘‘social circles’’) to connect. When
contrasted to system (D), of the same diffusion rate but without
cytoskeletal strands, we see the success of cytoskeletal strands
facilitating encounters more clearly. The quasi-1D motion along
cytoskeletal strands can be pictured as reducing the effective
space in which mitochondrial agents move, increasing
encounter probabilities and density and leads to higher magni-
tude displacement than the 2D diffusion case. Correspondingly,
mean degree is higher in system (C) than (D), demonstrating
increasing network connectivity and a decreased inter-mito-
chondrial distance (Figure 4E). These differences are a result of
the increased area traversed by organelles once cytoskeletal
strands are introduced into the simulation (Figure 4E).
Further, this increased connectivity facilitates an increase in
the efficiency with which information and content can potentially
be exchanged through the population. We measure this with
‘‘network efficiency,’’ which reports how close the social
connection between pairs of mitochondria is, averaged over
the network. A lower efficiency corresponds to more difficulty
in sharing content through the population; high efficiency corre-
sponds to short paths betweenmany pairs, allowing fast sharing.Cell Systems 12, 419–431, May 19, 2021 423
Figure 4. Individual-based model characterizes mitochondrial behaviors under different cellular mechanisms
Four systems illustrate different behaviors:
(A) Low diffusion rate D = 0.009 mm2/s and edge disappearance probability (kout) = 0.086 s
1.
(B) Higher diffusion rate D = 0.85 mm2/s and kout = 0.086 s
1.
(C) Intermediate diffusion rate D = 0.15 mm2/s, kout = 0.086 s
1, (5 strands, dcyt = 0.85 mm, kon = 0.85 s
1, koff = 0.43 s
1, kcyt = 0.85 mm/s).
(legend continued on next page)
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compared with (D), showing that motion on cytoskeletal strands
substantially enhances network connectivity and sharing effi-
ciency, versus purely diffusive motion.
Following this analysis of the main tradeoffs revealed by the
physical model, we further characterize its behavior under
different parameterizations in Figure S5. Briefly, a wide range
of reasonable fluxes of mitochondria into and out of the cellular
subregion (kout) preserved broad model behavior; a higher kon :
koff ratio led to more motility, connectivity, and network effi-
ciency; absolute values of kon and koff had less impact on
dynamics than their ratio. Other parameters had more limited ef-
fects, although high values of our hydrodynamic interaction
parameter Fhydro led to less ballistic motion and more aligned
mitochondrial trajectories (Figure S5).
Arabidopsis mitochondrial dynamics are characteristic
of a tradeoff between physical and social priorities
Having established an in silicomodel for mitochondrial dynamics
in our system, we next asked to what extent our hypothesized
tensionbetweenphysical spreadand social encounters of organ-
elles exists in theory (Logan, 2007) and how real plant cells might
resolve this tension through control of mitochondrial dynamics.
To this end, we simulated a wide range of different behaviors in
our physical model and observed the corresponding range of be-
haviors, including the performance of different mechanisms with
respect to this tension (Figures 5, S2, and S3; STAR methods
[section: Model behavior under different parameterizations]).
Theory suggests that a tradeoff indeed exists between even
spread and social network connectivity, revealed as a negative
correlation between (physical) inter-mitochondrial distance and
(social) mean degree (Figure 5A). Comparison of the theoretically
possible range of behaviors with real experimental observations
show that, faced with this tension, plant cells adopt dynamics
that allow high social connectivity, at the expense of even spread
(Figure 5A). More specifically, plant mitochondria maintain a
moderate association time when they meet, which is shown by
theory to allow the dynamic formation of a well-connected
network with fewer, larger connected components and high de-
gree (Figures 5B and 5C).
The remarkable mitochondrial motion in plant cells then
emerges as a compensatory mechanism, allowing mitochondria
to achieve what physical spread they can while adopting this
high-connectivity poise. Intuitively, an increase in speed allows
larger areas in the cell to be traveled (Figure 5D), which allows
a higher social connectivity (Figure 5E). This increase in degree
through the area traveled illustrates the role of itinerant mito-
chondria and their coverage of the cell contributing to global
connectivity across the mitochondrial population. However, in
real cells, mitochondria cannot achieve arbitrarily high speeds(D) Intermediate diffusion rate D = 0.15 mm2/s, kout = 0.086 s
1, no cytoskeletal mot
time within simulation space. Where present, cytoskeletal strands are shown as
node) of the four systems, for all nodes over whole timeframe (230 s). (Diii) Mitocho
corresponding to experimentally determined networks in Figure 2E (singletons a
(E) Physical and network summary statistics are taken from the network of the
InterMitoMean, mean distance to the nearest neighboring mitochondrion (mm);
efficiency, average ‘‘closeness’’ (reciprocal of shortest path length) between pai
statistic definitions. See also Figure S5 and Table S1 (for full parameterizations).(due to physical and energetic constraints) and so cannot
make unconstrained use of this compensatory mechanism
(Figure 5E). The mitochondrial dynamics we and others observe
can thus be viewed as a means to facilitate the spread of organ-
elles through the cell while allowing regular encounters and while
limited by physical constraints.
Theory shows that the heterogeneity we observe in inter-mito-
chondrial distance is an inevitable consequence of resolving this
tension in these complex, multi-agent systems. Simulations
show that this heterogeneity cannot be reduced much further
from its experimentally observed values without limiting the
area that mitochondria cover, and hence without limiting con-
nectivity, which is modulated by the area covered (Figures 5E
and 5F). This suggests that physical heterogeneity is an inevi-
table consequence of achieving high ‘‘social’’ connectivity.
Notably, for the level of connectivity observed in their
encounter networks, the network efficiency observed across
plant cells is close to the maximum observed theoretically (Fig-
ure 5G). As above, network efficiency measures the accessibility
of one node from another in a network (see STAR methods); it is
higher if paths between nodes are shorter, and so, here, can be
facilitated by denser contact networks. Efficiency dictates the
ability of the mitochondrial population to share content between
individuals: for example, the potential exchange of genetic infor-
mation and protein machinery (Arrieta-Montiel et al., 2009; Mouli
et al., 2009; Hyde et al., 2010; Patel et al., 2013; El Zawily et al.,
2014; Welchen et al., 2014). The observed high network effi-
ciencies are thus desirable for the maintenance of chondriome
function through complementation of damaged genomes and
proteins (Logan, 2010b). To test whether network efficiencies
were influenced by the length of association time between mito-
chondria, we used reciprocal association time (in seconds) to
weight edges in the experimental networks and recomputed ef-
ficiency with these weighted edges. A tight correlation exists be-
tween network efficiencies of unweighted and weighted graphs
(Figure S6), demonstrating the ability of the unweighted net-
works to sufficiently capture underlying behaviors and resulting
network efficiencies.
For a given speed and area traveled by mitochondria, un-
weighted plant cell encounter networks show strikingly high
network efficiencies, approaching and sometimes exceeding
the predictions of the theoretical model (Figures 5H and 5I).
This suggests that the dynamics of plant mitochondria success-
fully optimizes the ability to transfer information through the pop-
ulation of mitochondria.
We also found that the resolutions adopted by plant cells to the
core tradeoff above entails an unavoidable level of heterogeneity
in the social connectivity of mitochondria. Our model suggests a
reasonably tight negative relationshipbetweendegree coefficient
of variation (CV) andmeandegree (Figure 5J) – the less connectedion. For each system, we show: (Di) Traces of paths ofmodel mitochondria over
black dots. (Dii) Degree distributions (number of immediate neighbors of each
ndrial encounter networks of these four simulated systems, at simulation times
re omitted).
final frame or overall from the time series (stated) for each system. Glossary:
MeanCH, mean convex hull area ‘‘swept out’’ by a trajectory (mm2); network
rs of nodes. See STAR methods (Summary statistics section) for full summary
Cell Systems 12, 419–431, May 19, 2021 425
Figure 5. Comparison of physical and social summary statistics between experimental and theoretical networks reveal tradeoffs and control
principles of organelle dynamics
Statistics plotted for experimental (green, n = 10) and simulated (gray, n = 54, different parameterizations, including the n = 4 (NM9-12) systems shown in Figure 4)
networks over 230 seconds. Labels of individual datapoints reflect individual experiments (GFPn, n = 1–10, from single cell hypocotyl videos) and simulations (for
example, random parameterizations as R; described fully in STAR methods and Table S1). Summaries of the relationships are as follows:
(A) Connectivity is traded off against physical spacing.
(B) Longer inter-mitochondrial association times theoretically increase component connectivity.
(C) Moderate association times encourage higher levels of connectivity in plant cells.
(D) Larger areas are traversed with increased speed, but physical limitations apply to plant cells.
(E) Larger areas covered increase network connectivity.
(F) Heterogeneity in physical spacing cannot be reduced without limiting area traversed and connectivity (as in E).
(G) Network efficiency is increased with connectivity and is almost maximal for plant cells.
(H and I) For a given speed and area, plant mitochondria mirror or exceed theoretically predicted network efficiency.
(J) Less connected networks have noisier connectivity values. An unavoidable level of variation is present across all networks—‘‘closed’’ systems, without agent
loss at cell edges, decrease this further.
(legend continued on next page)
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OPEN ACCESSArticlea network, the more noise in its connectivity. However, this noise
never decreases to zero – even highly connected networks that
emerge from theoretical cellular dynamics have high CV values
(0.5–1.5, Figure 5J). Increased mitochondrial speed, even
exceeding biological values, cannot completely overcome this
inevitable variability, even when the interaction network ap-
proaches a single connected component (Figures 5K and 5L).
Some parameterizations of our theoretical model suggest that
a modest reduction in social heterogeneity may be possible
without sacrificing the resolution to the spread-interaction trade-
off (blue circles, Figures 5J and 5K). However, the notable feature
of this set of theoretical models is that they reflect ‘‘closed’’ sys-
tems, where mitochondria do not enter or leave the restricted 2D
space under consideration. Model mitochondria in these simula-
tions also cover consistently large areas and are never station-
ary. While this does not strictly reflect the behavior from our
experimental observations (where organelles can enter and
leave through the boundaries of the region), it does suggest
another potential mechanism for resolving the spread-encounter
tradeoff, namely by restricting the space in which organelles can
travel.
Taken together, these results show that the mitochondrial mo-
tion adopted by plant cells both facilitates the spread of organ-
elles throughout the cell and allows social encounters between
these organelles. This motion is limited by physical constraints,
and physical and social heterogeneity emerge as a necessary
consequence of achieving high social connectivity under these
constraints. Comparison of experimental and theoretical results
suggests that the physical connectivity achieved by controlled
mitochondrial dynamics in plant cells, given these constraints,
provides a near-optimal foundation for the potential transfer of
information across the chondriome.
Genetic perturbation to mitochondrial dynamics
transiently shifts the resolution to the physical-social
tradeoff
To explore how themitochondrial system addresses our hypoth-
esized tradeoff when challenged, we turned to the friendly
mutant, where the FRIENDLY protein, a determinant of mito-
chondrial dynamics, is disrupted. Friendly mitochondria are
organized into large clusters of discrete organelles (Figure 6A),
with an increase in organelle-level stress and several whole-plant
phenotypes including shorter roots with more dead cells,
reduced photosynthetic performance, lower biomass, and
shorter etiolated hypocotyls (El Zawily et al., 2014). We hypoth-
esized that the clustering of mitochondria in friendly would
compromise the even spacing of organelles through the cell
but might improve social connectivity, at least locally. Such a
change would correspond to a ‘‘shift’’ on the tradeoff between
physical spread and social connectivity: decreasing the former
while increasing the latter.(K) Degree variation is fairly consistent across speed ranges.
(L) ‘‘Closed’’ systems demonstrate high connectivity, with low variation. Plant cells
theoretical simulations highlighted in the text (J, K, and L). Glossary: degree, num
neighboring mitochondrion (mm); MeanCH, mean convex hull area ‘‘swept out’’
shortest path length) between pairs of nodes; connected components, number
proximity to another agent/mitochondrion. Speed is in mm s1. See STAR metho
Figures S2–S4 and S6 and Tables S1 and S2.Using a mutant line with both compromised FRIENDLY and
mitochondrially localized GFP, again kindly provided by Prof.
David Logan, we applied our above approach to characterize
the physical and social behavior of mitochondria in friendly. We
first observed that this shift in the physical-social tradeoff was
apparent at short times. When observations were limited to a
short time window, compared with the undisrupted wildtype,
friendly mitochondria were clustered more closely, and
their encounter networks had generally higher degree distribu-
tions (Figure 6B). However, and surprisingly, the friendly and
wildtype behavior converged when longer time windows were
considered. Over long time periods, the whole-cell statistics
for inter-organelle spread and social degree grew more similar
(Figure 6B). This suggests that friendly does not completely
compromise the cell’s ability to reach an appropriate resolution
to the physical-social tradeoff but does challenge this resolution
over short timescales. This transient challenge may explain why
the friendly phenotypes are clear but not fatal.
How do friendly mitochondria manage to approach the long-
term behavior of the wildtype? Further analysis of the physical
and network statistics of friendly (Figures 6C–6E and S3) show
that while speed and convex hull coverage are lower in friendly,
as expected from their more limited motion, network efficiency
and connected component structure are comparable with that
in wildtype. This suggests that, although many mitochondria
are physically constrained in clusters, a combination of cluster
movement (El Zawily et al., 2014) and the motion of individual
itinerant mitochondria between clusters helps to maintain the
global network structure (Figure 6F). Rather than several, tightly
internally connected but disparate cliques, this motion provides
cross-clique connections and connects the global network.
However, cluster motion is slow and individual highly itinerant
mitochondria are rarer in friendly than in the wildtype. This rela-
tive scarcity of global connections is responsible for the slower
timescale of friendly resolution to this tradeoff.
DISCUSSION
We have combined experimental characterization and mecha-
nistic modeling to show that plant mitochondria face a tension
between "social" connectivity and physical spread in the cell.
Strikingly, plant cells have evolved a resolution to this tension
that produces social networks with high potential efficiency for
information exchange. While other models have exploited
network theory to represent mitochondrial connectivity (Sukhor-
ukov et al., 2012; Rafelski, 2013; Zamponi et al., 2018; Picard and
Sandi, 2021), we take a different, but complementary, perspec-
tive tailored to the specific nature of plant mitochondria. When
mitochondria form large networks, it is typical to represent mito-
chondrial strands as edges and branch points as nodes, placing
strong physical constraints on network structure (for example,retain a necessary level of variation for similar connectivity. Blue circles denote
ber of direct neighbors of each node; InterMitoMean, mean distance to nearest
by a trajectory (mm2); network efficiency; average ‘‘closeness’’ (reciprocal of
of connected subgraphs of the network; Association time, seconds spent in
ds (Summary statistics section) for full summary statistic definitions. See also
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Figure 6. Physical and social statistics of mitochondria in the friendly mutant compared with the wildtype
(A) Example of mitochondria (green) in the friendly mutant, showing characteristic clustering, scale bar, 10 mm.
(B) Mean degree versus mean inter-mitochondrion distance in friendly (violet, n = 19) and wildtype (green, n = 10), calculated over different time windows (left to
right—2, 39, 97, and 193 s). Initially, friendly shows higher degrees and lower physical spacing, with the difference decreasing over time. Note axes differ be-
tween plots.
(C–E) Further physical and social statistics of friendly compared with wildtype (from Figure 5).
(F) Itinerant mitochondria move between clusters in friendly, contributing to global connectivity. Highlighted individual mitochondrion (arrow) moves between
clusters of mitochondria. Scale bar, 10 mm. Glossary: degree, number of direct neighbors of each node; InterMitoMean, mean distance to nearest neighboring
mitochondrion (mm); MeanCH; mean convex hull area ‘‘swept out’’ by a trajectory (mm2); network efficiency, average ‘‘closeness’’ (reciprocal of shortest path
length) between pairs of nodes. Speed is in mm s1. See STAR methods (Summary statistics section) for full summary statistic definitions. See also Figure S3.
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OPEN ACCESS Articlefour-way branching is very rare). In plants, mitochondria are usu-
ally fragmented, individual organelles that interact through phys-
ical colocalization, so we represent organelles as nodes and
colocalization events as edges. This picture is more analogous
to the representation of social networks in other systems
(including humans) where individuals interact, and physical con-
straints do not directly shape the network. Within this picture, we
have used physical and network summary statistics to quantify
spread, connectivity, association, and the potential for informa-428 Cell Systems 12, 419–431, May 19, 2021tion transfer, and to demonstrate the cellular priorities of model
plants and the energetic organelles within them.
Wespeculate that thebalanceofprioritiesbetweenevenspread
and transient proximity may be a general principle underlying
mitochondrial organization. In other plant cell types and over
time, cell geometry varies substantially (Bassel and Smith,
2016); this hypothesiswould predict that, given appropriate imag-
ing technology in these cells, similar physical behavior and conse-
quent network structureswould be observed. In other organisms,
ll
OPEN ACCESSArticlereticulated mitochondrial networks are more common (Hoitzing
et al., 2015). An open question is whether the structure of these
networks constitute another resolution to this tradeoff—achieving
through network structure what plant organelles seem to achieve
through dynamics. Both the network analysis and the flexible
model parametrizations can readily be extended to whole-cell,
three-dimensional mitochondrial dynamics, as well as to other or-
ganelles and cells of different geometries. To facilitate transfer-
ability to other systems, our code and data are publicly available
(see resource availability). Ongoing developments in imaging
technology will also enable further and tighter characterization of
these rich, complex systems within the cell (Valm et al., 2017).
The work presented here sheds quantitative light on an open
question: why the plant cell invests energy in driving the motion
of the strikingly dynamic chondriome. Our results suggest that
this motion helps resolve a tradeoff between physical spacing
(which could be achieved by static organelles) and the capacity
for communication and exchange (which cannot be achieved by
static, spaced organelles). Several studies have discussed how
beneficial exchange of genetic and protein material between or-
ganelles are beneficial for the cell (Arrieta-Montiel et al., 2009;
Mouli et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2011; Patel et al., 2013; El Zawily
et al., 2014). Here, we have shown that this is not without
cost—to achieve this exchange, the cell must compromise
even physical spread and induce heterogeneity. The specific in-
fluences of these facilitative physical dynamics with the protein
and (sparse) genetic complements of plant mitochondria (Pre-
uten et al., 2010) is an exciting target for future research—how
do physical mitochondrial dynamics shape genetic mtDNA pop-
ulations (Johnston, 2019)? Characterization of encounter
networks of mutant lines, where themachinery drivingmitochon-
drial motion (El Zawily et al., 2014), or proteins regulating recom-
bination of mtDNA (Arrieta-Montiel et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2011)
are perturbed, will support and help develop this theory.
As with any complex biological system, it is likely that a combi-
nation of mechanistic influences gives rise to observed behavior.
Accordingly, we do not intend to claim that our hypothesized
tradeoff is the only mechanistic feature that shapesmitochondrial
dynamics in plant cells. Colocalization with other organelles,
including the endoplasmic reticulum, peroxisomes, plastids, and
the nucleus, is likely important to facilitate metabolite exchange
(Raghavendra and Padmasree, 2003; Scott et al., 2007; Rowland
and Voeltz, 2012; Mueller and Reski, 2015; Shai et al., 2016; Van
Dingenen et al., 2016; Barton et al., 2018). We have shown that
the mode of motility can influence the behavior of the system,
with a mix of diffusive motion and active cytoskeletal strand use
increasing theconnectivity andefficiencyof the resulting networks
of encounters. We have considered the spread of mitochondria
throughout thecell as facilitating theseencounterswhere required,
but further specific studieswill elucidate the finer-grained encoun-
ters prioritized under different circumstances. Further, ATP is
required formotor proteinmotion, and local andcellular ATP levels
(themselves shaped by mitochondrial distribution and function),
thus, play a role in shaping mitochondrial motion. The develop-
ment of detailed ATP reporters (De Col et al., 2017) will enable
detailed characterization of this additional influence.
As a final concluding remark, plant bioenergetic behavior, and
the role of mitochondria in shaping it, is recognized as a key
target for further elucidation in the face of environmental change(Budar and Fujii, 2012). We hope that our work goes some way
toward illustrating that these interdisciplinary approaches, quan-
titatively combining experimental characterization with mecha-
nistic modeling, can help contribute to this important goal.
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Zeiss LSM 900 with Airyscan 2 Zeiss N/AEXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Plant growth
Seeds of Arabidopsis thaliana with mitochondrial-targeted GFP (kindly provided by Prof. David Logan (Logan and Leaver, 2000; El
Zawily et al., 2014)) were surface sterilized in 50% (v/v) household bleach solution for 4 minutes with continual inversion, rinsed three
times with sterile water, and plated onto ½MS Agar. Plated seeds were stratified in the dark for 2 days at 4C. Seedlings were grown




Prior to mounting, cell walls were stained with 10mMPropidium Iodide (PI) solution for 3 minutes. Following a protocol modified from
(Whelan andMurcha, 2015), full seedlings were mounted in water onmicroscope slides, with cover slip. Imaging of dynamic systems
in living cells is a balance between spatial/temporal resolution and maintaining physiological conditions. To avoid undesirable per-
turbations to the system including physical and light stress and hypoxia, all imaging was done maintaining low laser intensities and
within at most 10 minutes of mounting to minimise the effects of physical stress and hypoxia (Prof Markus Schwarzl€ander, personal
communication).
A Zeiss 710 laser scanning confocal microscope was used to capture time lapse images. To test robustness of the imaging pro-
tocol, a Zeiss 900 with AiryScan 2 detector was also used for several identically prepared samples, with no differences between sum-
mary statistics collected from these samples and those from the 710 beyond natural variability. For cellular characterisation we used
excitation wavelength 543nm, detection range 578-718nm for both chlorophyll autofluorescence (peak emission 679.5nm) and for PI
(peak emission 648nm). For mitochondrial capture we used excitation wavelength 488nm, detection range 494-578nm for GFP (peak
emission 535.5nm).
Video analysis
Individual cells were cropped from the acquired video data using the cell wall PI signal using ImageJ. The size of each video was
scaled to the universal length scale 5.0 pixels/mm. We then extracted individual mitochondrial trajectories from the acquired video
data using TrackMate (Tinevez et al., 2017) in ImageJ 2.0.0. Typical settings used were application of the LoG Detector filter with
a blob diameter of 1mm and threshold of 2-7, filters were set on spot quality if deemed necessary. The Simple LAP Tracker was
run with a linking max distance of 4mm, gap-closing distance of 5mm and gap-closing max frame gap of 2 frames. In each case
we visually confirmed that individual mitochondria were appropriately highlighted and that tracks were well captured, editing occa-
sional tracks where necessary. Alternative tracking software was used to check the robustness of this approach (Mosaic Particle-
Tracker (Sbalzarini and Koumoutsakos, 2005))
Independent video analysis
Independent videos were analysed using the same video and encounter network analysis described in STARmethods. Independent
video 1 showed Kaede fluorescent mitochondria in the cotyledon of Arabidopsis thaliana taken from (Arimura et al., 2004) via PODB3
(Mano et al., 2008, 2009, 2011, 2014). Independent video 2 showed TMRM stained mitochondria in the hypocotyl of Arabidopsis
thaliana taken from (El Zawily et al., 2014).
Network construction and analysis
We represent physical colocalisations of mitochondria as an undirected network, where a node is a mitochondrion and an edge be-
tween two nodes reflects historical colocalisation. Colocalisation was defined as being separated by at most 1.6mm (the character-
istic length scale of a mitochondrion), and is not necessarily a fusion event. Custom code in Mathematica 11.3.0.0 was used to
compute network statistics.
Agent-based physical simulation
Our mechanistic simulation models nmito individual mitochondrial agents in a rectangular simulation cell (30 x 100 mm, based on
average micron lengths/widths of sampled cells). Ncyt linear cytoskeletal strands are randomly positioned in the cell. Mitochondrial
agents within a distance dcyt of a strand can attach and detach to and from that strand according to Poisson processes with rates kon
and koff respectively. Mitochondrial agentsmove diffusively with diffusion coefficient Dwhen not attached to a strand; when attached
they move with speed kcyt. Agents can switch strands at cytoskeletal intersections. When mitochondrial agents are within a distance
dmito of another agent, their diffusion coefficient is scaled by parameter kmito, reflecting possible slowing on colocalisation. When
within a boundary region of the cell (width 4 mm), agents have a rate kout of disappearance (modelling movement out of the cytosol
plane); when an agent disappears, a new agent is created at a randompoint within the boundary region, in order that nmito is constant.
Physical steps that would remove agents from the cell are truncated (the edge removal process randomly removes agents from the
cell periphery and replaces them at a random position in the periphery). Nearby agents influence each other with hydrodynamic force
Fhydro scaled by distance to a partner, reflecting cytoplasmic streaming. The simplemodel of hydrodynamic influence (not intended to
solve real fluid equations of motion) comprises an averaging of neighbouring velocities scaled by the reciprocal distance to a neigh-
bour. The simulation is run for an initialisation period of 103 frames before data capture, determined with preliminary investigation to
be sufficient to remove influence of initial conditions. The model is summarised in Figure 3.
Theoretical models
Theoretical models were used in the network analysis, and covered a wide range of behaviors. All parameterisations for the 54 sim-
ulations used can be seen in Table S1. All NM and STmodels hadN=100mitochondria. Values were chosen to highlight the influence
of different parameterisations on the simulation.Cell Systems 12, 419–431.e1–e4, May 19, 2021 e2
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edge disappearance rate (kout), with the exception of NM11 where cytoskeletal strand use is introduced.
BM models all used cytoskeletal strands, and had nmito=198 agents. The differences were in their diffusion rate (BM1-4,7,9 had
values between D=0 mm2/s and D=0.85mm2/s) and hydrodynamic forces (BM5-8,10 had D=0.52 mm2/s and a range from Fhydro=0
to Fhydro=0.8).
ST 3-8,10,13,14 were simple models without strands, with D=0.086 mm2/s. The remaining ST models were simple models without
cytoskeletal strands with D values between 0 and 1.
R1-11 are a collection ofmodels generatedwith completely randomparameters between the values set as priors, with for example,
nmito between 9 and 191, ncyt between 0 and 13, and D between 0.152 and 0.705 mm
2/s.
S models were chosen deliberately due to their behaviors reflecting informative limits of possible dynamics, with S1 having agents
clustering at polar ends of the cell, due to high kcyt and kout = 0 s
-1. S2 formed networks with very ‘strand-like’ formations, with many
agents around the outside of the cell appearing and disappearing. S4 hadmany cytoskeletal strands, high kon and low koff. This led to
a very strong streaming effect, with agents moving constantly from one end of the cell to the other in a continuous wave. S5 agents
barely moved, with a low diffusion rate and no strand use. S6 had an intermediate diffusion rate, and no strand use, but still formed
into awell-connected network. S7 had a very high diffusion rate and no stands, leading to a system inwhich agentsmoved about very
quickly, and formed into a very dense network.
Model behavior under different parameterisations
Further exploration of different parameterisations of the model are illustrated in Figure S5, where we vary the rate of agent loss at the
boundary region (kout, Figures S5A and S5B), a parameter that is independent of motion and transport rates of agents in the system.
kout mirrors motion out of the cytosolic plane during imaging of plant mitochondria. Results are robust for a range of low kout values
(Figures 4 and S5A), and it is only when reaching high probabilities of loss from the edge that networks structure substantially varies
(Figure S5B). We chose values for kout based on initial empirical observations. Further to this comparison, we also alter the ratio of kon
to koff (Figures S5C–S5F). Results demonstrate that it is the ratio of kon to koff that influences agent motion and network structure
(Figures S5C–S5H). Higher kon : koff consistently gives an increase in connectivity, area traveled, and network efficiency (Table 2
C-H). We also compare changes in hydrodynamic force (Fhydro, Figures S5I and S5J), speed of agents on strands (kcyt, Figures
S5K and S5L), motion scaling of interacting mitochondria (kmito, Figures S5M and S5N), the interaction range for mitochondria motion
scaling, with kmito=0 (dmito, Figures S5O and S5P), and kmito incremental increase with a constant dmito (Q-S). Summary statistics and
specific parameterisations for eachmodel can be seen in Table S2. In each case, aswith Figures 4 and 5, thesemodels are generated
to describe the range of behaviors of the system, not an explicit inference of exact values.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Summary statistics
Analysis of mitochondrial motion used both physical and network statistics. Physical statistics included speed (mms-1), taken as dis-
tance moved per frame per track, averaged over all mitochondria in all frames. Diffusion rate was estimated from the slope of mean-
square-displacement (MSD) over time, taken over n=9mitochondria observed to bemoving diffusively (not moving in a linear fashion,
and covering small areas).









where a and bwere vectors between three coordinates over three frames. Angle distributions represent all mitochondria in all frames.
Convex hull area was calculated as the area (mm2) within a polygon traced around all furthest reaching points in a trajectory of frame
length R3. Convex hull values represent all mitochondria in all frames, unless otherwise stated. Minimum inter-mitochondrial dis-
tance (mm) was theminimum Euclidean distance between eachmitochondrion and its nearest neighbour in each frame, unless other-
wise stated. Association timewas taken as the length, in seconds, for which two individual mitochondria were paired in the adjacency
matrices, taken over all mitochondria and all frames, unless otherwise stated.
Networks of encounters were built from adjacency matrices when individual mitochondria colocalised. Networks were historical,
building on colocalisations from previous frames. For network statistics based on connectivity, singleton counts were also included,
representing mitochondria that were present in the system at a time frame, but did not colocalise with others.
All following network statistics were taken for networks at the final frame of videos, unless otherwise stated. Connected component
number is the number of subgraphs in which nodes are internally connected, and not externally connected to any other subgraphs.
Degree values give the immediate number of neighbours of a node. Network efficiency is the sum of the shortest distance between all
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node j. E(G) for weighted graphs (used only in Figure S6) is calculated using the sum of 1/association time.
Number of individual cells and/or models used in each analysis are provided in figure legends.
Additional summary statistics
As well as summary statistics included in the main text, Figure S3 also includes extra summary statistics. All following network sta-
tistics were taken for networks at the final frame of videos, unless otherwise stated. The average number of connected neighbours is
the number of other nodes each node within a connected component can reach, over all nodes- including singletons (ie the social
circle of mitochondria). Percolation threshold was taken as the frame number at which the largest connected component showed a
50% increase in size from the previous frame. Degree drop is the difference in degree value between highest degree node, and a node
5 random node-by-node steps away (randomwalks). This value is taken for 200 randomwalks, normalised by the number of nodes in
the network, and averaged.
Time dependency of summary statistics
As these dynamic networks evolve over time, withmore encounters being added as the history of the population builds up, the values
of several network summary statistics depend on sampling time. Physical statistics do not depend on history and therefore remain
consistent across sampling times, including mean speed (Figures 5D and S2iv), and inter-mitochondrion distance (Figures 5A and
S2i). Some statistics predictably change, such as an increase in the area travelled at later time points (Figures 5E and S2v). One
consistent feature across plant cell networks is the decrease in connected component number over time as networks condense
and build up (Figures 5B and S2ii), also shown by the increase in connectivity over time, shown by mean degree (Figures 5J and
S2x). There is also a decrease in variability over time within the networks, as shown by degree variation, due to the averaging and
dampening or extremes in degree values as networks becomemore connected (Figures 5J, 5L, and S2x–S2xii). Although not drastic,
changes in network statistics over time reveal the nature of the system as it is captured, with the preservation of physical statistics
such as speed and spread of mitochondria across the cell.Cell Systems 12, 419–431.e1–e4, May 19, 2021 e4
